RENEGADES-TARTAR CLASH SATURDAY NITE

JAYSEE TO BATTLE VISALIA ELEVEN

Only Conference Game to be Played on Home Field This Season

By WILLIAM DAVIES

COMING ATTRACTION Griffith Field Opera House Presents
Theo Harder's Four Act Play, "All's Quiet on the Players' Bench"

A complete change of characters Saturday 7:30 p.m. One performance.

Positively not a motion picture.

With "Squid" Harder casting nine freshmen in the leading roles for Saturday night's Visalia-Jaysee performance, a record crowd is expected to witness the only Renties conference engagement of the season.

To serve notice to Visalia and all those with designs on Bakersfield Jaysee's private property—the valley title—the boys are rehearsing their act daily under the personal direction of Coach Harder and Peterson. The Renegades mentors hope to hang the "No Trespassing" sign over the Macon and White goal line.

Despite the pigskin with a loving touch, the yearling backfield should give a few pointers on "Touchdown Technique." Lewis, Stanley, Alston and Kriem show more than a football uniform. Kriem, at full, 260, is a three-year starter on Visalia's backfield, has a position on Bakersfield's portside, a southpaw. If Visalia is going to be passed over at all, why not in the good old southern fashion.

It's hard to find anything wrong with Peterson's line. With patience and personal instruction, the wall has grown from a mere boulder step; evolved into a massive candelabra cactus. When the ball carries eight Ransom and Findley, they usually detour. Moral: Remember how Mount Vesuvius hit Naples?

The cash customers who should the concrete slabs of Griffith Field Saturday night against the moderate westward wind will witness a well-groomed Visalia aggregation running plays from Carlisle Indian formation. The invaders' attack is formed around Gould, captain and quarter. He is head and shoulders above his teamate in both offensive and defensive work. Gould's running force is a scoring threat. The northern hopes depend largely on the reception Gould receives on his jaunts with the ball. The passing combination, Gould to McCain, is another matter that may need personal attention.

Coach Harder announces his starting line-up as follows: Bruce and Dalberg, ends; Findley, backfield; and Ransom, McCain, Alston, Stanley, Kriem, Gould, fullback.

Community Theatre Seeks Student Talent

Alt Junior College students who are interested in dramatics and wish to take part in the plays to be put on by the Community Theatre should see Mrs. Allan B. Campbell as soon as possible. Although the cast for the fall play, "The Royal Family," has been practically chosen, there will be other opportunities, as Alternates expect to produce at least three more plays. Mrs. Campbell states that there are many parts for young people, and she desires all students who are interested, regardless of experience, to try out.

New Forensic Coach

Now Planning Early Debate Activities

TYPE OF MATERIAL WILL HOLD DEBATE INTEREST, SAYS COACH

Tyrants for the Junior College debate squad will be held Friday, October 17. Everyone interested should sign up with Mr. Clemenson in J. C. 20, as soon as possible. A general meeting of all contestants was held last Friday afternoon. Instructions were given on briefing, preparing and organizing speeches. A probable question for debates was voted on for tryouts.

For debates, success looks very bright this year with four debaters from last year's squad and several star high school speakers on the list. Previous experience is not necessary, however, for one to try out for the squad. Ten or twelve debaters must be chosen for the last, thus giving everyone a chance. Those who were unable to attend this meeting are urged to see Mr. Clemenson and receive individual instruction.

McCaIn, is another matter that may need personal attention.

Coach Harder announces his starting line-up as follows: Bruce and Dalberg, ends; Findley, backfield; and Ransom, McCain, Alston, Stanley, Kriem, Gould, fullback.
ONE OR BOTH

This issue of the 'Rip' records the another year of service of the organization which it represents. Its policies are the policies of the organization. It reflects the traditions and gives voice to the organization which exists within the student body. It has always attempted to keep the organization which it represents always alive, yet it faces death at the hands of those who have served it. It is true that it has constituted itself a chance to present loyal to the views before the election on Friday.

We believe that the creation of a spirit of separation from the high school and high school activities is one of the major tasks of the Junior College student body. We further insist that an active and stimulating spirit is better created by a paper which does not report each meeting of the organization over a year than by an annual which does (which comes at the end of the year) when all is over.

We have done well all this with an edition published once a month. We hope to continue this with a bi-monthly edition in the future.

To a handsome paper as well as a chassis in the "Oracle" we would like to re-propose the paper...
RENAGADE RII

RENEGADES SCALP SAN BERDOO INDIANS

SONS OF MAROON AND WHITE TAKE 15 TO 6 VICTORY

Displaying a dazzling deceptive attack that completely bewildered the opposition, Coach Theo "Spud" Harder's Bakersfield J. C. Renegades sent San Bernardino's Indians to their happy hunting grounds by virtue of an impressive 15-6 victory in last Saturday evening's dedication of San Bernardino's night football.

Outplayed, outfought and outmatched, the Indians took advantage of numerous breaks and penalties to stave off the hungry rushes of the powerful Bakersfield Squad. Time after time the Maroons and Indians machine picked the pigeons within scoring distance only to have a costly penalty remove the threat. Thus Harder's men, in the second half that the Renegades broke into the scoring column.

Looking ahead and the ends behind, superfine interference for big gains, Stockel furnished the major thrill of the evening. Once in the open, the ship's left half was hard to stop. Van Osdel's right hoof contributed largely to the downfall of the Braves. Bunsen's fourth point of the goal line, while his punting repeatedly placed the Redskins on the defensive. The big full back showed a vast increase in the ball handling department of the last half of the game.

At quarter Gabriel had the Indians guessing and his puppy chatter had the boys walking hard every play. Higginbotham, Guthrie, Epper and Lewis performed in capable manner continuously working their way into the open.

Attempting to repeat last season's victory over the Maroon and White, San Bernardino took advantage of a timing break early in the second quarter. A punting punt got away from Stockel, the safety, and Ward of the Braves recovered on the Renegades' six yard line. Higginbotham received no encouragement. Sparks, Ramsey and Ward gave the Renegades what they sought. The ball issue, and the Renegades won the most troubled.

The big scramble was over as last. And what a scramble. We have it on good authority that it was thrown thusly by everyone in a good many moons. Our personal opinion of the affair is that it is best every put on in this school.

Caught the San Bernardino backfield flat-footed. Stockel tucked in the oval of the 44 yard line and at the 35 yard line up standing. Gubkel bucked center for the extra points, scoring the Renegades in the lead 7-6.

Van Osdel, punting from the Redskins 44 yard line gave the "kiss" to Bakerfield's second touchdown. The ball, muffed by Bartholomew, was recovered by Smith on San Bernardino's 8 yard line. On the first play Stockel gobbled the distance for the score. The plunge for the extra point was stopped. Renegades 13, Indians 6

The final count came in the last period when Sparks, taking a bad pass from center, was stopped behind his goal. Final score: Renegades 15, Indians 6

The big moment came in the last period when Sparks, taking a bad pass from center, was stopped behind his goal. Final score: Renegades 15, Indians 6.

NEW RULINGS FOR ATHLETES

To meet the requirements of the northern and southern conferences, Bakersfield Junior College has changed her eligibility standards. The following rules must be complied with in order to compete on the football team:

1. Carry at least 13 hours of college credit as a freshman and be passing in at least 12 of these hours.
2. Have successfully passed 10 or more years during your last semester in this or any other junior college or college.
3. Everyone is required to pay body fee of $10 to the tennis association in order to compete in any student body activities.

Latin Element Adds "The Old Fire" to Team

Welcome, "Putters"

Representatives of seven states—Arkansas, Kansas, Texas, South Dakota, Oregon, Washington and California—constitute the personnel of Coach "Spud" Harder's 1930 aggregation.

John Ussery drilled all the way from Arkansas; Olaf Dubois, a Students' Union football laurels. "Fundamentals" to the Maroons and Whites, was the idea of comparative strength. Coach Harder has plenty of reserve power, an essential in gridiron warfare. Only one touchdown separates his first and second teams.

Offensively, the Maroon and White aggregation displays a potential threat, but the "defensive" work, although, brilliant at intervals, is still a bit erratic.

The obstacle in the path of progress—injury—has taken its early season toll, striking twice in the same position—center. With Martin and Tener out of action, the line-up indefinitely, the Renegade manager has Smith, former Driller center and J. C. end, performing in the important pivot position. Roe's 6'2" and 220 pounds is a hard but works out daily.

That Ussery boys wands far, once in the open. In a recent practice John carried the ball 60 yards through the "enemy" to score.

Higginbotham and Stockel are taking frequent jaunts through the line and down the field for yards. Lewis is the same old "Power House" while Dalbon is playing good defensive ball. Guthrie, after a slow start, is showing a burst of five. With five defensive weaknesses of the Glenendale tilt are being ironed out. Deception, speed, and power have returned to the student body of a little bit. Revamped, the varsity is hardly recognizable as the 'line up' that showed to Heavy, Jolly and Company. Another strength with the southern Junior College would prove interesting—very interesting.

Last Wednesday's informal combat is a fair judge of comparative strength. Coach Harder has plenty of reserve power, an essential in gridiron warfare. Only one touchdown separates his first and second teams.

Defensively, the Maroon and White aggregation displays a potential threat, but the "defensive" work, although, brilliant at intervals, is still a bit erratic.

The obstacle in the path of progress—injury—has taken its early season toll, striking twice in the same position—center. With Martin and Tener out of action, the line-up indefinitely, the Renegade manager has Smith, former Driller center and J. C. end, performing in the important pivot position. Roe's 6'2" and 220 pounds is a hard but works out daily.

That Ussery boys wands far, once in the open. In a recent practice John carried the ball 60 yards through the "enemy" to score.

Higginbotham and Stockel are taking frequent jaunts through the line and down the field for yards. Lewis is the same old "Power House" while Dalbon is playing good defensive ball. Guthrie, after a slow start, is showing a burst of five. With five defensive weaknesses of the Glenendale tilt are being ironed out. Deception, speed, and power have returned to the student body of a little bit. Revamped, the varsity is hardly recognizable as the 'line up' that showed to Heavy, Jolly and Company. Another strength with the southern Junior College would prove interesting—very interesting.